
Communications Report:

All gave good feedback for the first derby. We will need to brainstorm how to move along the
day better though because if we do increase numbers within the day to 25+ like we hope to, it
would be an incredibly long day.
It was a tough run up to this derby as all the jumps needed moving. Lots of lessons learned.

The showjumps were a massive hit! Beautiful! The people who own the residence at the park,
near the start box commented on how amazing it was to see us all enjoying the park again.

June Derby is open and on the website, entries are open. Dressage test 2 highlighted.

Intro clinic is listed on the website with a link, but not open yet as I need a price. Please check
the description, that it matches what is expected. From a coaches point of view and asking new
people to come and try the clinic, I was hoping for riders to be able to pop a few sj too.
Poster is ready to go. When we open it.

Website: is ticking along nicely now. Kyla suggested that I add a Volunteer page, so that people
can add their name to Volunteer for us. I like that idea. I revamped the Vol List and put it in the
2023 folder so that Krista had peoples name to contact. Can names please be added to this list
as new volunteers come in. I don't know who extra volunteered for derby to add name. Krista
can you keep up to this.

Sponsorship: I haven't heard much from our Chair this month, so I shall let Nancy comment at
the meeting.

Ruth Clinic - And do we need to deadline it to encourage more people in? Will push mail shot
once the June derby deadline is up.

Clothing: Shannon mentioned that the company Trace Embroidery clothing with can be specific
MHT. We have to do nothing but send in a logo. I knew from years ago when I contacted them,
that we sent then a $250 cost with our logo, and when the orders for MHT totalled over $1000
we got the $250 back. Take a look, they do bags, all kids of clothing.


